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The management committee extends its thanks and appreciation to all ECCWA members both long
term and recent. ECCWA is fortunate that well established agencies, both mainstream and multicultural
that service migrants and refugees are now its members. With their support ECCWA has effectively
advocated and lobbied on many issues of concerns and its substantial achievements as detailed in the
report that follows are ample testimony of their resilience and determination.
ECCWA Constitutional objects
a.To foster participation by ethnic communities in the development of a cohesive, culturally pluralistic
Australian society bearing in mind the historical contribution which all ethnic communities have made to
the development of the same.
b. To act as the peak body for ethnic communities in Western Australia, which shall advocate for the
rights of ethnic communities in ensuring the protection of these rights.
c. To participate in government and quasi government bodies established for the purposes of
developing the Council’s objectives.
d. To promote joint action and co-operation between ethnic communities on issues of common concern
while assisting and encouraging the full participation of ethnic groups in the community in the social,
economic and cultural life of society.
e. To ensure the rights of the ethnic communities including effective participation in decisions which
affect them, and encourage the sharing of community resources.
f. To provide multi-lingual welfare and counselling services to assist the aged, women, children, youth
and ethnic people with disabilities.
g. To render such assistance as the Council shall consider appropriate for the relief of persons in
necessitous circumstances.
h. To provide interpreting and/or translating services in specialized area of need.
i. To do and to perform all acts, matter and things as are charitable and for benevolent purposes having
public benefit in accordance with the law of the State of Western Australia and the law of the
Commonwealth of Australia and to disseminate any information within a Social Justice framework that
achieves the objectives of the Council in ensuring equity and access to and for ethnic communities.
j. To increase the awareness of the public that Australia is a Multicultural Society.
k. To render any other assistance, services or facilities that the Council might consider necessary as the
need arises.
l. To undertake any other activity to promote multiculturalism and ethnic welfare.
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OUR VISION, MISSION & VALUES

Our vision
A fair and just society; one in which all people are encouraged to participate fully in the life of
the community and are supported to reach their full potential, where diversity is valued and
people live in harmony.

Our mission
To work in partnership with its member organisations, the community and government in the
development and establishment of services and facilities that will ensure:
·
The wellbeing of the culturally and linguistically diverse community of Western Australia
The participation of people in the decision making mechanisms in this society
Equitable access to, and an equitable share of, the resources of this State
Diversity and co-existence.

Our values and principles
In working towards its vision , we encompass the following values and principles:
Human Rights
Equity
Social Justice
Participation
Representation
Empowerment
Participation and Representation
Community harmony
Citizenship rights and responsibilities.
Collaboration and cooperative partnerships
Integrity, respect and responsibility
Strong leadership
Ethical standards of administration and management
Openness and accountability to stakeholder & the community.
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ECCWA'S BOARD
Office Bearers

Management Committee
The following members were elected at the 2019 AGM:
Ranjit Ratnayake
Alphonse Mulumba
Elizabeth Lang
Hadi Assanteh
Michael Wu
Paul Kyaw
Satish Nair
Gaelle Gouilou
Dr Seyed Hassan Fallahzadeh
Virginia Aden
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
“Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We have only today. Let
us begin.” – Mother Theresa
It is almost ironic that the words of Mother Theresa as cited above as the title of my
President’s address for our Annual Report are apposite to where we find ourselves in
2020. We live in an era now where the words “New Normal”, “Unprecedented” and “Social
Distancing” have become the norm to determine our behaviour!
It is probably wise to reflect on the position that we found ourselves in before the
pandemic was declared officially. The McGowan Labor government in this state was
starting to hit its straps with a form of reform agenda that showed considerable promise.
It certainly appeared to a few veterans in the space of Multiculturalism, such as myself
and our former President Ramdas Sankaran, that we were likely to see an era of calm.
There appeared to be no sign of any further acts of terror occurring here or overseas
and the relative calm was almost eerie.
And, of course, along came COVID19 to shatter all of those delusions. With the pandemic
came an outbreak of another pandemic. This time it was a pandemic that has been
around for a lot longer than any virus from overseas. This was the pandemic of racism.
Some years ago, ECCWA did some studies on the level of racism and vilification that our
new and emerging communities were facing. Unsurprisingly, we found that every single
time there was an extraneous shock to our world, whether this was a natural disaster or
an act of terror, we saw a spike in the reported incidents of racism that were being
perpetrated here in Western Australia.
This pattern of behaviour remained true to form. Following the declaration of the
pandemic, we saw a massive outbreak of racist activity. That has continued till today,
some months later. People of Asian appearance began to be targeted and the
perpetrators, emboldened by sheer racists such as the President of the United States of
America, inter alia, were brazen enough to daub our Freeway system, call out people of
colour and generally raise their vilifying activities considerably. The response from our
Federal Government has been quite good with Ministers and the Prime Minister calling
this behaviour out on every occasion they were able to. We, in WA, were well served by
Senator Dean Smith, who conveyed our concerns to the Prime Minister and also moved
a motion in the senate to condemn this behaviour. We sincerely thank Senator Smith for
his actions herein.
Whilst the outward condemnation of this behaviour has been pleasing, we still remain
concerned as to the systemic racism that still exists here. One of the manifestations of
this systemic racism remains the lack of funding for transcultural mental health services.
At a time when CaLD communities remain under siege from so many different angles we
remain unserviced by a truly culturally diverse mental health service. This has to change
before the potential for fatal actions rises again.
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The final manifestation of a mental health issue can usually be an act of suicide. Since
around 2008, when I made a submission on behalf of ECCWA to a Senate Committee on
Suicide Prevention, we have been asking for the collection of ethnicity data in the suicide
numbers. This would allow us to extract meaningful data in regard to the incidence of suicide
ideation. To date no one has undertaken to make this a reality. We will continue to ask for
this until governments implement it as a priority.
At ECCWA we have created the Racism Matters webpage (accessible via the
www.eccwa.org.au website). This page allows victims of racism to come to the webpage and
report any acts of racism that have been perpetrated against them. We will then work with
the victims and ensure that the matters are reported to the right agencies for further action.
We will also use the material on the page to inform some of the agencies such as WA Police
about any trends that we may discern in the community. We already have around 12 reports
that have been lodged.
One of the other trends that we have seen in recent times is the growth in the numbers of
recruits to the white supremacist website. Unfortunately, this has been fuelled by lax
language that has been used by the members of parliament such as those from One Nation
and others of a similar ilk. We will continue to monitor these groups to keep abreast of any
issues that may arise.
Another area that we have been working on assiduously is our relationship with the First
Nations People in this country. As an advocacy group our position has been very clear. Whilst
we may advocate on behalf of the CaLD and Multicultural communities, we will not do so at
the further disadvantage of our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander groups. We continue to
work closely with the advocacy groups in those communities as well.
This past year has been a very rewarding one financially. A lot of our funding has been
reinstated and we thank the Minister, Honourable Paul Papalia and his staff for their
foresight herein. We thank Office of Multicultural Interests for their continued support. We
have received funding from a number of others and they are all acknowledged in this report.
But we extend our thanks to all of them as well.
None of what we do is possible without the work of our outstanding staff and volunteers. My
sincere thanks go to Vivienne Pillay, the EO at ECCWA. She has gathered a group of staff
members who have proven to be worth their weight in gold.
My thanks go also to our dedicated management committee. Without them we would not be
able to function appropriately. And our thanks also to their partners and friends for allowing
them the time to undertake this task of advocacy.
We have work to do and to all our members, I ask again, if you can come with us on our
journey to make this a fairer and more transparent human rights based society, we will be
grateful.
Suresh Rajan
President
#BlackLivesMatter
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S REPORT

It has been 18 months since I was appointed as the Executive Officer for ECCWA and this past
year like everyone else ECCWA was faced with the impacts of the Pandemic.
However, we remained focused on our objectives and during 2019-2020 ECCWA, continued
increasing our membership and helping to provide services for our member organisations. We
now have 67 Community members and this is steadily on the increase.
ECCWA through its Board, staff and volunteers worked under very difficult conditions as a result
of the Covid -19 pandemic to ensure that ECCWA continued to provide information, advice and
support to member organisations. This was done by ensuring daily information was provided to
Communities on changes occurring in the restrictions and policies and ensuring our website and
social media were up to date. Also, we ensured that we were available and accessible to
members and made regular contact by phone with members during the lockdown. We currently
are also communicating with other Community organisations who are not members of ECCWA to
ensure that they too benefit from Community Support. ECCWA has also offered all members free
membership for 2020-2021.
The 2019-2020 financial year has continued to be a re-building phase for the ECCWA and we
have taken the opportunity to build relationships with Communities as well as potential
organisations that we can develop future partnerships with. As a result, we commenced a project
with Curtin University to do research in Sexually transmissible and Blood borne viruses in the
CaLD Community and also joined a Multicultural Consortium led by Ishar to provide education on
FDV to Communities and Culturally appropriate and responsive training to the FDV sector. Both
these projects have been progressing well and in conjunction with the Ethnic Advocacy Support
Team (EAST) have allowed us to maintain our direct contact with Community members to identify
critical issues and gaps in services.
This led to us also launching our newest project in June 2020 – RacismMatters in response to
the increased Racism incidents occurring during the pandemic.
ECCWA has been advised by Minister Papalia that we have been funded $60,000 for the first six
months of 2020-2021 and subject to the State budget of October 2020, a decision on funding for
the second six months of 2020-2021 will be made. I will be pursuing this vigorously to ensure
stability for staff and the projects we are undertaking.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Board members who have supported me and
the staff and volunteers for their passion, diligence and efforts.
I have spent much time in 2019-2020 meeting other CEO’s of member organisations and
Community Leaders to gain an understanding of what they see are the key issues facing them
and the significant gaps in services and will continue to do this in 2020-2021. This also provides
me with the opportunity to explain the direction of the ECCWA, the importance of systemic
advocacy with a consolidated voice, and to encourage organisations and communities to work
together particularly when faced with the impvacts of the pandemic and its fallout. My goal,
continues to be creating a strong peak body with a consolidated voice on systemic advocacy
particularly in a climate where there is great uncertainty.
Vivienne Pillay
Executive Officer
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POLICY, ADVOCACY & LOBBYING
ECCWA continues to work closely with culturally and linguistically diverse (CaLD) communities, relevant
government and non-government agencies to achieve its vision of a diverse, fair, just and harmonious
society in which all people have the opportunity to participate to reach their full potential.ECCWA has
endeavoured to meet its vision and objectives via a range of activities in 2019-2020 and the main ones
being:
1. POLICY, ADVOCACY & LOBBYING PROGRAM
Our policy and advocacy program focused on ensuring that systemic barriers that impede access of
ethnic and religious minorities (ERM) and culturally and linguistically diverse (CaLD) individuals and
communities and inhibit their participation in decision making processes of government and community
are effectively addressed or removed. ECCWA sought to achieve this by enhancing the participation of
ERM and CaLD people in the decision making processes of government and community and by
advocating for equitable access of ERM and CaLD people to programs and services provided/funded by
governments at the national, state and local levels.
Examples of the various activities undertaken in 2019-2020 are listed below;
1.1 Meeting with Minister Papalia the Minister for Multicultural Interests
The Hon. Minister Paul Papalia increased the funding for ECCWA in 2019-2020 to $120,000 and ECCWA
would like to thank him for this. It has allowed us to consolidate our core activities of Member support
and Sector development and also has allowed us to work closely with Communities seeking their
feedback and views and that of the views of various Service providers. This has allowed us to provide
important policy feedback and advice on critical issues particularly during the period of the pandemic.
This funding of $120,000 for the financial year of 2019-2020 was administered through the Office of
Multicultural Interests (OMI). At this meeting with Minister Papalia in September 2019, ECCWA raised
with the Minister a number of issues for example Aged Care and Mental Health Services for CaLD
communities, Support for International Students, Family and Domestic Violence and its impacts on the
CaLD Community. Minister Papalia stressed that he wished to see ECCWA as the “Peak of Peaks” and was
prepared to look at ways to advertise his support of the ECCWA. This core funding allows us to continue
to enhance our working relationships with other Peaks and has opened up the channels for
communication with other State and Federal government departments and agencies. We have also
begun to develop a stronger working relationship with OMI as evidenced during the Pandemic.
1.2 CaLD Service Workgroups co-chaired by ECCWA and OMI
During the pandemic ECCWA worked in partnership with OMI to bring the CaLD Community together by
creating a CaLD Service Workgroup which consisted of the CEO’s of Service Providers to meet fortnightly
to discuss issues that were relevant to our cohort and needed to be communicated to or from the WA
Taskforces. This helped to facilitate consistency of Communication to Government on how CaLD
Communities were being affected. Subsequentfeedback from various Communities has stressed the
importance of consistency of message for CaLD Communities in what was already a very confusing and
distressful time.
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1.3 Meeting with DG of Dept of Communities – Michelle Andrews
Viv and Ramdas Sankaran had a meeting with the Director-General of Communities and were able to raise
the importance of ECCWA being recognised as the Peak body for Multicultural Interests. Viv highlighted that
though the CaLD sector is a very vulnerable cohort ECCWA was often not included as an important
stakeholder because it is not funded by the Department of Communities as a Peak body. ECCWA is funded
by the Office of Multicultural Interests. The D/G recognised that this was inappropriate and that the
objectives of any work needs to be about the outcomes for the cohort and that means all relevant Peaks
should be invited to participate and she recommended that Vivienne write to the Nous Consultants to raise
this issue as part of the Department’s development towards future directions and sustainability. She also
stressed that she was very keen to bring about change within the department to recognise the need to be
culturally responsive and that meant to both Aboriginal people and the CaLD community.
1.4 Meeting with Regional Director of Dept of Home Affairs and Community Engagement team
Viv and Ramdas had a meeting with the Regional Director and highlighted the many issues that ECCWA
comes across that are relevant to Home affairs. These included Citizenship issues, Partner visa Issues in
relation to family and domestic violence, Refugee Issues. They were very keen to support ECCWA and were
prepared to follow up cases and intervene where necessary. Since this time ECCWA has cemented a good
relationship with the Community Engagement team and they consistently provide advice when asked and
during the Pandemic were very happy to receive information and advice on what they needed to urgently do
to ensure CaLD communities were kept informed of the pandemic. Examples were: the need for restrictions
and information to be in various languages; and the importance of the use of Radio for communication.
1.5 Meeting with the Mental Health Commission.
Suicide within ethnic communities
This, is still a major concern for ECCWA with no specialised Multicultural mental health services available.
ECCWA has continued to lobby the state and the commonwealth government to ensure that mental health
and suicide prevention within ethnic communities are addressed in a culturally and linguistically appropriate
manner. Sadly, despite drawing the attention of the Deputy Premier and Health Minister, the Hon Roger
Cook to the dire state of mental health within ethnic communities in Perth last year, and in particular the
number of suicides that occurred in Perth which the Multicultural Services Centre of Western Australia drew
to our attention, little has been done to improve the situation.
ECCWA lodged a submission in relation to the State’s WA Suicide Prevention Action Plan 2025 in August 2019
and we hope that the State Government will take seriously the concerns we have raised.
During the pandemic, Suresh and Ramdas had a meeting with the Mental Health Commissioner to further
enforce the importance for funding of Multicultural clinicians to be made available to the CaLD Community as
more mental health issues were being identified by CaLD Service Providers as a result of the restrictions and
lockdown. Vivienne subsequently had further discussions about the importance of Mental Health with WA
Primary Health Alliance (WAPHA)
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1.6 Meeting with Commissioner for Anti -Discrimination
Members of the ECCWA Board and Vivienne had a meeting with Commissioner Chin Tan the Australian Human
Rights Commissioner on 26.02.20 and had a valuable discussion on various racism issues that have been occurring
in WA. The Commissioner has offered to assist wherever necessary on issues that we may be addressing. Through
our Racism Matters program, we keep in contact with the Australian Rights Commission.
1.7 WA Peaks Forum – WA Community Of Social Services (WACOSS)
ECCWA is a member of the WACOSS Peaks Forum and the Executive Officer attends them regularly on a monthly
basis. Key issues such as the Sustainability and Equal Remuneration Order (ERO) Supplementation and the need
for Department of Finance to have a more active and accountable role in relation to procurement are an example
of issues discussed. During the Pandemic, meetings became weekly and then fortnightly to allow the peaks to
consult on the various key issues to ensure consistency from the Not-for profit Sector in relation to feedback being
provided to Government and their taskforces.
Ramdas also participated in the WACOSS-CEWA Forum on Tendering and Homelessness program funding. Issues in
relation to inadequate funding and the impacts of the Equal remuneration order on the sector were looked at
closely especially impacts on organisations where grants and service agreements have been consistently rolled
over for a number of years without adequate and appropriate supplementation of costs.
1.8 FECCA Meetings- General and Disabilty Sub-committee and CEO’s forum which during Covid were
fortnightly now monthly.
Vivienne has been attending the Regular FECCA CEO’s meetings to ensure WA is working collaboratively and
consistently with the other ECC’s in Australia. During the Pandemic, this was very beneficial as many of the issues
were consistent Nationally and we were able to advocate to State and Commonwealth Governments in a consistent
manner. Such issues like the impacts on Temporary Visa Holders, Racism incidents, the need for increased
emergency relief money, the need for mental health support for CaLD communities, and the impact on Seniors in
the CaLD Sector. These meetings became weekly and fortnightly during the pandemic but are normally on a
monthly basis.
Suresh is also the Chair of FECCA’s Disability Committee
1.9 CaLD FDV Taskforce workgroup
Vivienne was invited to join this workgroup and helped to provide feedback on the critical issues facing the CaLD
Community. In addition, ECCWA in partnership with the Women’s council for Family and Domestic Violence
collaborated to create a Safety Flier for CaLD women during the Covid-19 lockdown. This was translated into 10
languages and distributed widely.
ECCWA also strongly advocated for the DV sector to review its response systems highlighting that apart from the
Department of Communities funded DV Services responding to FDV, many other CaLD services funded
by different departments particularly in the CaLD sector were regularly supporting CaLD women. These stats were
not being recorded anywhere. Furthermore, it was important to note that regular feedback from the CaLD
Communities is that the women often did not want to separate but in fact were seeking support services that could
work with the family to reduce the FDV and help build healthy relationships.
1.10 Other women's Issues
Family and Domestic Violence – ECCWA/Ishar FDV Submission to the Senate Inquiry into Family
and Domestic Violence·
ACRATH Steering Group
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Women without Income
Community of Practice Forum
.CaLD Advocacy Network Forums – this is a forum of Specialist CaLD FDV advocates that meets fortnightly
during the pandemic and now monthly to discuss issues and look for solutions.
Vivienne is a member of all of the above Working groups representing the views and issues facing the CaLD
sector. Sadly, FDV was the Primary women’s issue that Communities consistently raised with ECCWA.
1.11 Police FDV Advisory Group- in relation to CaLD persons
Vivienne is a regular member of this advisory group. Issues raised were the importance of the use of
interpreters, the type of training for new recruits and the importance of cultural competency. Also, discussed
was the need for support for those affected by alcohol and drugs.
This membership has also meant that ECCWA now has a good and strong working relationship with the WA
Police Community Engagement Group.
1.12 SERC Meetings since Covid-19 these have been fortnightly
ECCWA is a member of the State Emergency relief Committee and hence hears regularly about the difficulties
being faced across the State. ECCWA provides a CaLD perspective and is able to bring forward the the views of
CaLD Service providers and is also there to make recommendations on ways to assist the CaLD Community.
This forum actively supported the needs of temporary visa holders during the pandemic even writing to the
Premier about the need for support.
1.13 Multicultural Advisory Forum – Sector involvement in relation to Centrelink issues
ECCWA regularly participate in the Department of Human Services Multicultural Advisory Forum and have in the
past taken the opportunity to advocate on the issues of:·
Work Bonuses for Carer’s payment.
· Centrelink’s policy on Proof of Australian Parentage for children seeking Special benefit due to Domestic
Violence.
This regular connection has allowed us to keep abreast of the multitude of changes especially during the
pandemic. The EAST staff in particular have developed strong relationships with the Multicultural Community
team and in fact often work with the team to the advantage of the CaLD community members.
1.14 CEWA Forums-such as Sustainabilty and ERO forums
Ramdas and Vivienne participated in the CEWA Sustainability and ERO forums and supported the petitions and
ongoing advocacy plans to ensure Service providers receive appropriate funding to compensate for the impact
of the ERO. This was aimed at the State Government and had some success.
1.15 Racism Issues
ECCWA actively raised concerns about the variety of Racism incidents occurring during the pandemic across
Australia and Suresh released a number of media releases asking the Community to remain calm and
highlighting how appalled we were at the language and messages coming from some members of parliament.
Many of these incidents were targeted at the Asian community though there were a variety of incidents. This
resulted in a Statement being made by Minister Papalia denouncing the acts of racism and the setting up of a
Racism working group. In addition, ECCWA felt that there were those who may not have felt comfortable to
report incidents and hence launched a Program called Racism Matters and a website
www.racismmatters.com.au allowing people to anonymously report incidents and if choosing to provide
their details receive support from an advocate.
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PROGRAMS & PROJECTS
2.1 Racism Matters
ECCWA applied for and won a grant from WACOSS to address the issue of maintaining social cohesion in the world
of COVID-19. There were several instances of racism in WA reported in the media and we reasoned that there may
be other instances that would not make it into the popular press, but how would we know? We wanted to create a
simple mechanism for individuals to report instances of racist or discriminatory comment.
The plan was of necessity, multi-faceted and three main strands were identified. The first strand was the
development of a website separate to that of the ECCWA; the second was the creation of a training/education
package that was suitable for delivery to the communities and then to other interested parties, such as educational
institutions; and the third was the advocacy that we provide to support the people who have made reports on the
new website.
The website is called Racism Matters and can be accessed via www.racismmatters.com.au
The report form is user-friendly and brief, and has provision for anonymity. The questions are logical and, in
some cases, require simple responses and in others, allow for more detail to be included. De-identified data will
be obtained from the responses to help build a database of discriminatory or racist behaviour.
The education/training program was started with a set of slides and a workshop sheet for participants to write
responses in their own words. The first training presentation was at South Metropolitan TAFE, Thornlie campus
for a class of English language students. Further deliveries are booked for the men’s group at ASeTTs, the City of
Swan and the City of Canning.
The material for community education will be based on the needs articulated by each community. It is
anticipated that some will be concerned about on-going discriminatory actions or comments, while others will
have concerns that are specific to COVID-19. These will be addressed in future community presentations. The
aim is to deliver at least 2 community education sessions per month.
Social Media - We have posted links to the racismmatters.com.au website on the ECCWA Facebook page, as
have members of staff at ECCWA on their own Facebook sites. Further, we have contacted 89 agencies and
organisations that represent people from different ethnic backgrounds to have them use their own social media
channels; and we have contacted the guilds from each of the universities in Perth.
The creation of a database will happen when we have greater numbers of reports. The database will provide the
raw material to paint a picture of discriminatory and racist events in WA.
An outcome of this project is the employment of an Advocate to work with clients. The role will be expanded as
more reports are created on the website.
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2.2 Ethnic Advocacy and Support Team
This team was funded by OMI from January 2019 till December 2019 and since then has been funded through
project income and fees for service. Though as a result of Covid-19 fees for service were suspended. The team
consists of 0.53 FTE paid staff - two very experienced advocates. Prior to January 2019 the program was
operating with these workers in a volunteer capacity.
For the 12 months 2019- 2020 EAST provided services to 75 clients and their families from across the
metropolitan area. As far North of the river as Butler to as far South of the river as Rockingham.
Sadly, many of the clients assisted (75%) have had issues related directly to or post Family and Domestic
Violence. While the majority of FDV work has involved women and children, EAST has also assisted male victims
and perpetrators during this period with successful results. EAST have also provided support to clients on a
number of other issues, such as Aged care, Centrelink, NDIS, ATO and Immigration. EAST is unique in that it
provides support services to persons who may not be eligible for any other Government funded support
services and offers a wrap around service. The East team continue to be very busy with referrals from various
sources.

2.3 Curtin University Research Project
ECCWA is working in partnership with Curtin University and other organisations nationally to conduct a
survey on Migrant Blood -borne viruses and sexual health.
The aim of this survey is to understand how overseas-born people living in Australia think and act in relation
to sexually transmissible infections and blood-borne viruses.
This information is very important and we are encouraging those of you from the Countries listed for the
survey - ie Countries in North-East Asia, South-East Asia and the Sub-Saharan Africa to please take the time
approximately 10 to 15 minutes to assist us by completing the survey.

This is the link to the MiBSS survey for mass emails:
https://curtin.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5zQwqI3HhsCVATX?Source=EmailECCWA MiBSS |
Qualtrics Survey Solutions Qualtrics sophisticated online survey software solutions make creating online
surveys easy. Learn more about Research Suite and get a free account today.
curtin.au1.qualtrics.com

We are currently seeking a total of 450 participants for WA.
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2.4 FDV Multicultural Consortium Project with ISHAR
ECCWA is part of a FDV Capacity Building consortium led by Ishar. The partners involved are Ishar,
Metropolitan Migrant Resources Centre, Multicultural Services Centre, and Orana Women’s refuge.
Community Sessions
From October 2019 to December 2019 we ran 4 Community Education sessions, -though across two
communities Congolese and Syrian. The reason for this was that the Community leaders and
participants were very happy with the initial sessions and requested that we return and provide further
training/workshops to other members of their community.
A total number of 95 women and 17 men were seen in these sessions. According to the Activity Plan we
were required to deliver 3 Community sessions between Oct -December 2019.
From January 2020-March 2020 – we completed the following workshops:
January 2020 - A Nepalese Community Training Workshop that saw 27 women attend. A Community
Session was provided to International Students at Taylor’s College that saw 32 women attend.
February 2020 - A session for the Filipino Community was scheduled having been postponed from
December 2019 but they again requested that this be postponed. Impact of COVID-19.
March 2020 – A presentation was done about our Community training to over 250 members of the
Naari Indian community.

2.5 Sector training
November 2019 - We had scheduled a Sector Training session for the SARC Counsellors on Cultural
Appropriateness and Responsiveness. However, the planned session had to be modified due to an
amendment in time allocated for the session by SARC on the day. We may provide a more detailed
session in the future. A session on Cultural Appropriateness and Responsiveness to staff at Armadale
Hospital also occurred in November 2019. We received positive feedback for both these sessions and a
total of 33 Service providers attended these sessions.
February 2020 – A session was provided to Monash University on Interpreting in a Family and Domestic
Violence situation and the importance of accuracy and cultural implications. 25 Service Providers
attended this.

2.6 Impact of COVID-19
COVID-19 had a significant impact on this project as we were planning to do a number of Community
and Sector Training sessions from February to June 2020 which had to be cancelled.
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WORK WITH THE MEDIA

3.0 Work with Media
Several issues that we covered with regard to policy, advocacy and lobbying were reflected in our media
releases. A list of media releases has been provided.
3.1 Media Involvement We issued the following Media releases:
Media Releases: (A sample are listed below and are available on our website) ·
ECCWA Applauds Multicultural Policy Framework
ECCWA commends the changes to AMEP.
ECCWA sends wishes to the families affected by the Christchurch Killer
ECCWA reminds us of Sorry Day
ECCWA Commends Immigration Revamp Suggestions
Don’t Coloured Australian Lives Matter?
Ethnic Communities Australian Bushfire Appeal Launched
Council urges communities to take care and be prepared for cancellations of gatherings
Council again calls for calm and caution in relation to Coronavirus
Council expresses concern at rhetoric over Cupcakes
Council warns Against Racist incidents
Council expresses concerns about racist material found in parts of Perth.

3.2 Communications and Social Media
ECCWA Bi- Monthly News was launched in June 2019 and continued to be issued highlighting the work of
ECCWA and what was happening amongst our Community members. ECCWA is currently also issuing this
information to non-members to encourage them to become part of a larger network.
ECCWA -Quarterly Equity Newsletter due to Covid-19 was put on hold and only a Spring edition was issued
in 2019-2020.
ECCWA’s new website was launched in late September 2019 and also a project website called Racism
Matters was launched in June 2020.
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3.3 Other Media Activity Letters to the Editor
A Sample below
Ernie Dingo Matter
Independent News: Collateral damage in the time of COVID19
Letter Regarding Coronavirus
Response to Colin Coulthard letter

EVENTS
4.0 Multiculturalism, Harmony and Community Harmony program
Goal: Our objectives is to always ensure that the benefits of Multiculturalism and multicultural citizenship are
achieved and CaLD and wider communities are provided with the information, skills and opportunities to promote
Integration and Community Harmony. ECCWA sought to achieve the above by increasing awareness of and
addressing issues relating to racism, discrimination and community harmony within ethnic and the wider
communities
4.1 Community Consultative Forums.
ECCWA is committed to hosting a minimum of 3 Community Consultative Forums each financial year. In 2019-2020
two forums were held.
The First - Consultation on Disability issues, was for the State’s Disability Plan. This forum was very successful with a
considerable amount of information being provided and was a forum where members of the various Communities
felt comfortable to provide their feedback openly. Difficulties faced such as the limitations of NDIS, the need for
more supports and services particularly in language and culture specific media. The issues of mental health were
raised by many groups and in particular trans-cultural mental health services were raised. The SDP is with the
Minister and is expected to be launched soon.
The Second Community Consultative forum was held in November 2019 and involved a representative from the
Department of Consumer Affairs providing the CaLD members with invaluable information on SCAMS, and the
importance of dealing with licenced Motor Vehicle dealers and repairers.
The Third Consultation was meant to be on the needs of CaLD Seniors and looking at such issues such as Aged
Care etc. This forum did not go ahead due to the impact of COVID-19.
4.2 ACRATH Function:
ECCWA staff attended a fund-raising function held by Australian Catholic Religious Against Human Trafficking
(ACRATH) on 10.08.2019. ECCWA sponsored the event with a donation of $200 worth of items for their
auction/raffle. A Function was held at Aranmore College and they raised approx. $7000.00 for the night. The event
was successful and highlighted the issues of Human trafficking and Forced Marriages. Since this event, ECCWA has
become involved in the State’s Steering Committee and in partnership with ACRATH and the Women’s Council for
Family and Domestic Violence, applied for funding to bring to Australia an expert from the UK to educate
Communities and the Service Sector. This plan and grant application however had to be shelved as result of COVID19.
4.3 Sept 19-Australian LGBTIQ Multicultural Council Book Launch
The Australian LGBTIQ Multicultural Council’s (AGMC) approached ECCWA to assist with the WA book launch of their
anthology published by Wakefield Press Living and Loving in Diversity: An anthology of Australian queer
adventures. This ground-breaking book is edited by international researcher Dr Maria Pallotta-Chiarolli and contains
over sixty stories of lived experience by Australian multicultural and multifaith LGBTIQ people. It has been launched
in NSW, Victoria, SA and nominated for a LAMDA Award in the US and features some known names such as
Benjamin Law and Anton Enus.
For WA, it was an opportunity to join in a national discussion on the vast, but less visible, intersection of
multiculturalism, faith and diverse sexuality and genders. A Facebook page is also available which documents this
books amazing journey.
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The AGMC’s main partner The Centre for Human Rights Education at Curtin University provided the
venue for the WA launch. Ramdas represented ECCWA at the event and his input was warmly received.

Black Lives Matter protest in Perth

Meeting with Race Discrimination Commissioner
Chin Tan to discuss human rights and multiculturalism

4.4 October 19- FECCA Conference in Tasmania
ECCWA participated in the bi-yearly FECCA Conference. This was a very educational event and allowed for a great
deal of Networking. ECCWA ‘s representatives had an opportunity to meet with their counterparts and to discuss key
issues such as Problems with Citizenship applications, lack of appropriate collection of CaLD data, (this has been
further highlighted by the recent pandemic) inappropriate FDV responses and Mental Health Issues for CaLD
community members. This has since seen the launch of regular CEO’s meetings weekly during the Pandemic and
now monthly.
4.5 WA Police Commissioner’s Morning Tea
Vivienne represented ECCWA at the Police Commissioner’s morning Tea and it was a great opportunity to make
further connections that could assist ECCWA with its advocacy work.
4.6 SENIORS WEEK- Multicultural Lunch
We held a very successful Multicultural lunch on 14.11.2019 for approximately 80 Seniors from many of our
Community members. Suresh did the welcome speech and there were games, dance performances and music
entertainment provided by staff and Board members. We received a lot of positive feedback and would like to
acknowledge the support of City of Vincent for their donation of $500, and COTA for the grant of $1000. I would like
to acknowledge Lloyd Rego – Policy and Events officer for his tremendous efforts in making this day a huge success.
4.7 Family and Domestic Violence Silent March November 2019
ECCWA participated in the Silent March in November and had a stall at the event promoting its role and the
services offered by EAST. Sadly, 2019 saw a number of persons killed due to Family and Domestic Violence. ECCWA
continues to be actively involved in the FDV Sector working with the Women’s Council for FDV Services and other
Peaks as we continue to advocate for changes in the FDV Service sector to acknowledge the need for a sector
response that is not simply Crisis based but is one that recognises Cultural needs and the wish of many CaLD
women and families to remain in their relationships with support to curtail the violence and abuse.
4.8 ASeTTS Leadership Program – January 2020
This is a program that is sponsored by City of Stirling and Vivienne represented ECCWA by being a Panelist talking
about Women and Leadership and the importance of Education.
4.9 International Women’s Day 2020
Every year, ECCWA organises events to coincide with the International Women’s Day to highlight the problems,
successes and achievements of women from culturally and linguistically diverse (CaLD) backgrounds.
For IWD 2020 this year, each ethnic association was strongly encouraged to organise an event in their own
community and include as many women from diverse backgrounds as possible. Those who included the greatest
number of women in their IWD event who did not belong to their own community would receive a certificate from
the ECCWA. The topic was: An equal world is an enabled world. Individually, we're all responsible for our own
thoughts and actions - all day, every day. We can actively choose to challenge stereotypes, fight bias, broaden
perceptions, improve situations and celebrate women's achievements. Collectively, each one of us can help create a
gender equal world. Let's all be #EachforEqual.
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 restrictions, ECCWA’s scheduled event for the end of March was cancelled but some
associations did organise IWD events. ECCWA will still present those associations their certificates during the IWD
2021 event. In previous years, ECCWA IWD events included discussions on issues, successes and achievements of
the CaLD youth, women in employment, housing, racism, family and domestic violence, etc, as well as sharing a meal
together and inviting CaLD groups to showcase their cultural music and dance.
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Senior's luncheon 2019

4.10 Special Event on 10 March 20 –
Inaugural Laki Jayasuriya Oration
Keynote Speaker | The Honourable Geoff Gallop AC
Professor Geoff Gallop was a member of the Western
Australian Legislative Assembly from 1986 to 2006 and
the Premier of Western Australia from 2001 to 2006.
He was a Minister in the Lawrence Labor Government
from 1990 to 1993 (holding a range of portfolios most
notably Education, Fuel and Energy and Minister
Assisting the Treasurer) and when that Government was
defeated in 1993 he took up a range of Shadow
Ministerial appointments. In 1994 he was elected Deputy
Leader of the State Parliamentary Labor Party and in
1996 he was elected Leader.
As Premier, he oversaw a range of political and social
reforms (electoral reform, gay and lesbian equality and a
State Administrative Tribunal), upgraded the State’s
industrial and labour laws, brought a spirit of
reconciliation to the resolution of Native Title and
developed partnership models for the State’s indigenous
communities, changed the law to require all 16 and 17
year olds to be in education or training, was the first
Premier to commit his government to a major
desalination plant, stopped the logging of all of the
State’s Old Growth Forests creating record numbers of
new national parks, restructured the State’s electricity
and racing industries, and started construction of the
Perth to Mandurah Railway and City Tunnel.
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As Minister for Science he established the Science Council, committed significant funding to Research and
Development in the State, and established the Premier’s Research Fellowship Program to attract leading
researchers from overseas and interstate.
Geoff has been involved in a range of educational, community and sporting associations over many years
and from 1983 to 1986 he was a Councillor at the City of Fremantle.
In 2001 he was awarded a Commonwealth of Australia Centenary Medal and was honoured with Life
Membership of the Association for the Blind (Western Australia).
In 2003 he was elected a Fellow of the Institute of Public Administration Australia. In April 2006 he was
admitted to the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters by Murdoch University and in March 2012 he was
awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters by the University of Western Australia.
In 2008 he was made a Companion of the Order of Australia.
Emeritus Professor Laksiri (Laki) Jayasuriya (1931-2018) was an intellectual, policy and campaigning pioneer.
Having first arrived at The University of Sydney in the 1950s, he had an extraordinary career in academia,
working at the interface of government and community organisations. As the first Asian professor at The
University of Western Australia, he founded the UWA Department of Social Work and Social Policy, and
made significant contributions to the development of social policy. Upon his appointment by Whitlam
Government to the Immigration Advisory Council in 1973, he was amongst the key architects of Australia’s
Multicultural policy. A staunch supporter of positive engagement with Asia and the Indian Ocean region,
Laki challenged historic assumptions about the country’s European identity.
In honour of his life and rich legacy, the UWA Public Policy Institute invites you to attend the inaugural
Laki Jayasuriya Oration, delivered by the Honourable Geoff Gallop, AC who will be speaking on
democracy, human rights and multiculturalism.
The UWA Public Policy Institute is pleased to bring you this event in collaboration with the Ethnic
Communities Council of WA, the Multicultural Services Centre WA, the WA branch of the
Australian Association of Social Workers and the UWA Department of Social Work and Social
Policy for the inaugural Jayasuriya Oration

4.11 From October 2019 – February 2020 various Community training sessions on FDV in
partnership with Ishar – a total of 4.
A Celebration of ECCWA’s 40th Anniversary has also been put on hold because of Covid-19 restriction
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POLICY SUBMISSIONS
Submission for the Senate into Migration and Citizenship.
ECCWA response to draft WA Suicide Prevention Action Plan for 2021-2025
ECCWA response to the Residential Tenancies Act (1987) Review
Feedback to FECCA’s Family Law Review Submission (Nov 2019)
Submission for Senate Select Committee on Temporary Migration
ECCWA/Ishar FDV Submission to the Senate Inquiry into Family and Domestic Violence. As an example,
attached below is the submission ECCWA in partnership with ISHAR made to the Senate Inquiry into Family
and Domestic Violence. The others can be found on our website.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES STANDING COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL POLICY AND LEGAL
AFFAIRS
Inquiry into family, domestic and sexual violence — Submission template
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TENDER SUBMISSIONS
1.ECC Core funding and other Grants
1.1 ECC Core funding - $120,000 from OMI was received for the Financial year 2019-2020.
1.2 We were successful in negotiations with Curtin University for $30,000 for 2019-2021 to partner in a Research
Project for: Improving health outcomes and service delivery for Australian culturally and linguistically
diverse overseas born people in relation to STIs and BBVs
The above is a national research project being undertaken by Curtin University and ECCWA as project partners
and with other partner organisations in the other states (e.g. Centre for Ethnicity and Health and Relationships
Australia SA).
1.3 We were successful as part of a Consortium with ISHAR, MMRC, MSC and Orana Women’s Refuge Inc. for
DCS $200,000pa FDV capacity building grant. This Consortium led by Ishar will see a minimum of $25,000 p.a. for
4 years commencing from 2019-2020 being allocated to ECCWA for its contribution to the FDV work.
1.4 DSS Volunteer Grants - We were successful in receiving $5000 for 2019-2020.
1.5 WACOSS PEAKS CAPACITY BUILDING Grants: We were successful in obtaining $22,980 for 6 months from
June 2020 till December 2020 to create a programme addressing RACISM in WA through a website known as
RacismMattersand by providing Advocacy and Education Programmes that assist to help Maintain Cohesion in
WA.
1.6 COTA Senior’s WeekGrant for $1000.00 for a Multicultural Luncheon
1.7 Continued funding for the Ethnic Advocacy Support Team for $25000 from OMI for July 2019-December
2020.
2.Other Tender Submissions and Outcomes
Unsuccessful tender and grant applications
2.1 Fostering Integration Grant ($50,000) through Department of Home Affairs -was unsuccessful due to
impacts of COVID-19
2.2 We were unsuccessful for the Aurizon grant for $20,000 for creating a Multicultural Musical Programme to
assist with Mental Health.
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2.3 We were unsuccessful in the Police Grant application for $25,000 to create Multicultural Ambassadors (Men) in
Communities to work with Specialist CaLD FDV Services.
2.4 Men as Role Models for Preventing Violence against Women and their Children through DSS.
We are continuing to look at all funding opportunities through Government agencies, Philanthropic
Organisations etc

STAFF, VOLUNTEERS & STUDENTS
ECCWA currently employs part-timers the equivalent of 1.3 FTE and has other projects that fund key positions
that value add to the organisation. All 8 staff in ECCWA are part-time and are passionate and committed to the
organisation and its vision and objectives.
ECCWA supports its staff through the use of Volunteers and students. In 2019-2020 ECCWA had a number of
volunteers providing support to the organisation in various capacities. This was essential to help us to be able to
keep in constant contact with our Community members during the very difficult period of the pandemic and its
aftermath. We however actively recruited and trained 3 volunteers to assist in the Ethnic Advocacy Support Team
and to provide Admin support particularly in the area of Tenders and Communications in the latter half of 20192020 and they will commence in the new financial year of 2020-2021.
ECCWA also actively supports Student placements and has had a number from the McCusker Centre for
Citizenship at UWA. We have also had student placements from the North Metropolitan TAFE and have also been
approached by Curtin University to partner with them. We look at these opportunities as ways to help educate
the students but also as an opportunity for us to learn from their very vast talents. These students consistently
add value and make a difference in our communities.
ECCWA will also be looking to have more volunteers involved with its services in 2020-2021 as this is
an invaluable resource and often these volunteers come with incredible experience and knowledge
that adds value to the Services we provide.
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TREASURER'S REPORT

I am pleased to present the financial report for 2019- 2020. The financial report for
2019-2020 includes:·
Statement of Assets and Liabilities
Depreciation Schedule
Statement of Changes in Equity
Statement of Income and Expenditure
Summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes
Financial Health
We ended the year as we have in recent years with an operational surplus,
somewhat larger though than previous years thanks to the efforts and dedication of
staff and volunteers.
In 2019-2020 ECCWA received $120,000 funding from the Office of Multicultural
Interests and also were successful in obtaining funding from various grants allowing
us to employ additional part-time paid staff who, together with our volunteers, has
made it a very successful year.
ECCWA’s financial situation will hopefully continue to improve with us being advised
by Minister Papalia that he has approved $60,000 for the first six months of 20202021. We are awaiting further advice re the second six months which is currently
subject to the State Budget announced in October 2020. Once, confirmation is
received of further funding, plans to provide staff with increased hours and further
recruitment will occur.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the office bearers’ who have had to
shoulder the responsibilities of the ECCWA in a voluntary capacity for so many years
and to recognise the efforts of our diligent and dedicated staff.
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